
Background

The Federal Geographic Data Committee lists seven “Freeware/Shareware tools” 

for generating and editing metadata records at its online site “Geospatial Metadata 

Tools” available online <http://www.fgdc.gov/metadata/geospatial-metadata-tools>. 

“Free” comes at a price, however, as evidence of reliability and sustained support are 

lacking.  Also, three of the “free” tools require registration (USGS Online Metadata 

Editor, NOAA Metadata Enterprise Resource Management Aid, EPA Metadata Editor), 

suggesting that the price is surrendering some personal data. Commercial tools are also 

listed. 

Technical Limitations

Although the page was most recently updated on April 29, 2013, two online 

linkages no longer point to active Web addresses (Metascribe, USDA Metavist 2005). 

Some services were demonstrated to be unavailable due to various server problems 

like “the server where this page is located isn’t responding” or “error reading from 

remote server,” errors encountered on the EPA Metadata Editor <https://edg.epa.gov/

EME/> and USGS Online Metadata Editor, respectively.

Software Limitations

A second access point for FGDC metadata software tools is available at 

DataONE.org, which features a software tools catalog.  A handful of items tagged with 

the taxonomy item “FGDC” <http://www.dataone.org/software_tools_catalog> area 

available; other broad “metadata” taxonomy items are also available. The same problem 

concerning active links persists at DataONE. For example, the Mercury online metadata 

editor is “Forbidden” <http://daac.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/MDE/MERCURY/access.pl>.  



Even for the resourceful metadata editor who locates a working tool, software 

access can pose a problem.  For example, Metavist “requires the presence of 

MIcrosoft’s .Net Framework version 1.1” and the EPA metadata editor, while listed as 

freeware/shareware, is an ESRI ArcCatalog extension, a software package that is 

definitely not free or shareware. 

A quick Google search for “FGDC metadata editor” without quotes reveals the 

top resource is from ESRI, a June 2010 blog post featuring a downloadable FGDC 

metadata editor extension for ArcGIS 10.  The second resource is the online listing from 

the FGDC. Notably, however, the remaining top search results concern ESRI’s 

metadata editor for ArcGIS. 

Case Study of Government Produced Spatial Dataset

Without access to the USGS Online Metadata Editor interface, it is difficult to 

determine if the required fields contain sufficient detail for understanding the lineage 

and processing of a spatial dataset. For example, in 1987, James Omernik with the U.S. 

Geological Survey devised the “Ecological Regions of North America” at varying 

resolutions.  In subsequent years, the data has undergone refinements including 

digitization and mapping at finer scales (Omernik et al 1987, 1989, 1997). 

Exemplar Dataset FGDC Metadata

In comparing FGDC metadata from two different iterations of the data product 

derived from the source material of 1987, and produced by two different agencies and 

researchers, different processing steps and intended uses are documented. In 

metadata for “Aquatic ecoregions of the conterminous United States” available at 

<http://water.usgs.gov/GIS/metadata/usgswrd/XML/ecoregion.xml>, contact information, 



abstract, and purpose differ from the fields generated for the U.S. Level IV ecoregion 

data available at <ftp://ftp.epa.gov/wed/ecoregions/us/Eco_Level_IV_US.htm>. 

Software

Because the online metadata editor was not available, it was necessary to code 

the XML file manually.  Using the application “TextWrangler” for Mac OS X, and the 

Developer toolbar in Safari, it is possible to copy out the raw XML code from an existing 

FGDC compliant metadata profile. The metadata fields can then be populated with the 

appropriate information from an HTML version of metadata for the Level IV ecoregions 

of the U.S., created by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and available online 

at <ftp://ftp.epa.gov/wed/ecoregions/us/Eco_Level_III_US.htm>.  

Thesauri

The EPA used two thesauri: the EPA GIS Keyword Thesaurus and the 

International Organization for Standardization’s schema for geographic information (ISO 

19115) keywords, indicated within the “Theme Keyword Thesaurus” <themekt> tag set. 

Interestingly, the 1991 metadata record created by the U.S. Geological Survey did not 

specify a controlled vocabulary.

Metadata Elements

Data from the EPA includes citation information within the <citeinfo> tag set, 

followed by identification information including abstract, purpose, and supplemental 

information.  Level III ecological regions are more recent additions, so “In work” is 

supplied in the <status> tag set. The Bounding coordinates for the continental U.S. are 

provided.  Access constraints and use constraints are provided.  Contact information is 

available.  An interesting tag set is <cntinst> which specifies “Please use email” even 



though a phone number is provided. Importantly for spatial data, details on the native 

software processing system is supplied, along with data quality and lineage, including 

individual process steps with description and date. Data type (vector) is specified for this 

dataset depicting polygons. Map projection and datum is provided. The name of the 

shapefile described by the metadata was supplied as “us_eco_14,” and attributes within 

the shapefile are described including feature ID, and US_L4CODE. Citation information 

and explanations are provided within the <overview> tag set.  Distribution information is 

provided within the <distinfo> tag set, along with a network link and fee information.

Comparison of USGS OME Metadata Output to EPA / ESRI FGDC Editor

From earlier coursework in Problems in Information Science - Environmental 

Informatics, a metadata profile generated by the Online Metadata Editor is available for 

comparison (Jessel, 2013).  Sections include identification information, data quality 

information, spatial data organization information, entity and attribute information, 

distribution information, and metadata reference information.  While data quality 

includes lineage, it is not clear that processing steps are available.  This may be 

something unique to ArcGIS, although without access the the ArcGIS extension or the 

Online Metadata Editor it is difficult to verify. 

Comments on EPA Selection of Titles and Keywords

Metadata for the Level III ecological regions was most recently generated on April 

16, 2013 by Marc Weber, GIS analyst for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  It 

is scheduled for review on the same date in 2017. The metadata is formatted for easy 

reading by humans in an HTML file, parsed from the raw XML using the ESRI FGDC 

Plus Stylesheet.  Selection of titles and keywords is based on the content selected by 



Marc Weber.  “Level III Ecoregions of the Conterminous United States” might not be the 

best title as it contains “jargon” such as “Level III” and “ecoregion” and “conterminous” 

that may not be what users search for.  Selected tags, including “biota, boundaries, 

environment, and location” are appropriate selections from the ISO standard, yet ISO 

does not support terms conceivably searched by a user such as “ecosystem.” A 

thesaurus such as the USGS biocomplexity thesaurus <http://<mercury1.ornl.gov/

thesaurus/> could be a viable alternative. 

Conclusions

Online metadata editors can assist with creation of FGDC metadata, although some 

software and access limitations may prove problematic.  Anecdotal evidence suggests 

that commercial options such as the ArcGIS extension are popular for generating and 

making FGDC compliant metadata accessible.  Even with specialized tools and 

thesauri, care must be taken to choose appropriate key words and titles to effectively 

convey information represented within a dataset to connect potential users to potential 

uses for spatial data. 
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